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WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
IN ST LOUIS
Computerized
job application
more efficient

Stuart I. Greenbaum, Ph.D., (left) dean of the John M. Olin School of Business, serves Thanksgiving dinner to Chihchien
Lin, (center) a graduate student from Taiwan, while Hsien-Hung "Simon" Hu, (right) a graduate student also from Taiwan,
serves himself some salad. Greenbaum and his family hosted a dinner on Thanksgiving Day for those business school
students and their families who were not able to travel home for the holiday. More than 150 business school students,
faculty and staff attended the dinner in Simon Hall. For some international students, it was the first time they experienced a Thanksgiving dinner.

'Medicine at the Millennium'
Symposium honors Danforth, highlights cutting-edge biomedical science
Asymposium to honor William H.
Danforth, former Washington
University chancellor and current
chairman of the Board of Trustees, and to
highlight cutting-edge biomedical investigation at the School of Medicine will take
place Tuesday, Dec. 5, in the Eric P.
Newman Education Center. The William
H. Danforth Symposium, titled "Medicine
at the Millennium," was established to
recognize Danforth's longtime contributions to the University and the School of
Medicine. It will be held every other year.
The half-day symposium, which begins at 7:30 a.m., will feature outstanding
scientists and their research projects at
the School of Medicine, said John P.
Atkinson, M.D., Adolphus Busch Professor and chair of the Department of Medicine. "This is the first major scientific
symposium to be held in the Newman
center. The Washington University community will be able to both hear about
some of the best science at our institution
and see a beautiful new facility," he said.

Presenters will discuss brain imaging,
the Human Genome Project, human
development, cell death, and the consequences of the molecular revolution in
medicine. Atkinson said the organizers
were looking for high-quality science
that, at the turn of the century, will have a
major impact on how scientists think
about normal human physiology and its
aberrations.
The symposium was designed for
faculty, graduate students and fellows,
but the entire University community is
welcome. "This is primarily for our
medical center complex. Many of us,
because we're in different departments or
disciplines, don't often have the opportunity to hear firsthand what's exciting in
other areas," Atkinson said.
Some of Danforth's colleagues who
trained with him at the School of Medicine also will attend the symposium.

Danforth's contributions
After completing clinical training at

Barnes and St. Louis Children's hospitals,
Danforth joined the University in 1957 as
a fellow in cardiology. He later worked as
a fellow in the lab of Nobel Prize laureate
Carl F. Cori, where he studied glycogen
metabolism. Danforth was promoted to
professor of medicine in 1967 and served
as vice chancellor for medical affairs
from 1965 to 1971.
During his tenure as vice chancellor,
the construction of the McDonnell Medical Sciences Building tripled the school's
laboratory space. Danforth also was a key
player in the establishment in 1973 of the
Division of Biology and Biomedical
Sciences at the School of Medicine. This
division, a consortium of seven medical
school departments and the Department
of Biology in Arts and Sciences, was
designed to modernize graduate education to reflect current research opportunities in the biological sciences. It brought
together 300 faculty members from both
the Hilltop and Medical campuses.

The computer keyboard is replacing
the ink pen when it comes to filling
out a Washington University job application.
The Office of Human Resources at the
Hilltop Campus has implemented a
computerized application process that has
nearly eliminated the paper version of the
University's job application. This has
helped the office cut the amount of clerical time spent processing and filing
applications, said Carol J. Esrock, director of employment and human resources
management at the Hilltop.
"What we used to have to do is have
the person fill out the (paper) application
and then have one of our clerical staff
members enter that data into the computer system. That was a very, very timeconsuming responsibility," Esrock said.
"Not only do we not have to do the dataentry, but there's no filing of (paper)
applications like we did before."
The human resources staff estimates
that about 15 people complete applications each day at the Hilltop. With a
paper application, it takes about 15 minutes for a clerical staff member to keystroke the application.information into
the computer.
All departments could benefit
Now, however, the applicants themselves
keystroke the information into the computer, saving the clerical staff nearly four
hours of work each day. As a result,
clerical staff members can spend more
time on services that were not offered in
the past because of time constraints.
For example, Esrock said, the human
resources staff now is able to help University departments check the references
of prospective employees or send letters
to applicants not selected for employment.
The computerized application process
at the Hilltop has been up and running
since about mid-August. A similar computerized application process was implemented earlier this month in the Human
Resources Department at the Medical
Campus.
Esrock said the reaction from prospective employees has been positive. Although job-seekers still have the option of
filling out paper applications, 90 percent
of the people who come through the
doors choose to use the computer.
Esrock said the new system also helps
ensure that the information in the application is accurate because the applicant is
keystroking the information into the
computer directly, whereas before there
could have been errors in the data-entry
Continued on page 8
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Architecture students become teachers at Miriam School
Five School of Architecture graduate
students have taken time out from
learning about architecture to try
their hands at teaching architecture.
As part of a class taught by Susan
Bower, visiting assistant professor of
architecture, the students have spent the
semester first assisting the art teacher at
Miriam School, an independent school
serving children with learning disabilities; then developing their own lesson
plans for the children; and finally constructing a curriculum to teach young
people about architecture.
Pat McKinnis, the art teacher at
Miriam, originally approached Bower

because she wanted to teach her students
about architecture. She knew Bower was
an architecture professor because Bower
donated several architectural models —
left over from class projects — to Miriam
last spring.
"We had a printmaker as an artist-inresidence last year, and it got us thinking
that it was nice to use the expertise from
the local arts community," said McKinnis.
"I have found that the universities are
especially open to providing expertise and
that it doesn't have to be particularly wellorganized or expensive. The class has
gelled quite well. I've enjoyed working
with the students and Susan."

Added Bower: "The class gives the
(graduate) students a chance to get off
campus and out of Givens Hall. It's fun
for them to get outside of their usual
community and to get their minds off
their own work. All of the students had
wanted to learn to teach. The class taught
them that teaching requires a lot of
preparation and that timing in the classroom can be critical."
For Lin Kim, a graduate student from
Korea, the class also was a cultural experience. "It gave me a chance to see another part of American society," he said.
"It was really refreshing to see two posiContinued on page 6
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Swedish government funds exchange
program with School of Medicine
The Swedish government has made a
$600,000 three-year commitment
to support the exchange of scientists
between Umea University in northern
Sweden and the School of Medicine. It is
the first of several grants that will increase
collaboration between Swedish universities
and major institutions in other countries.
The exchange program with Washington University grew out of a dialogue
among Thomas Olivecrona, M.D., dean
of the Faculty of Medicine at Umea;
William A. Peck, M.D., executive vice
chancellor for medical affairs and dean
of Washington University's School of
Medicine; and Jeffrey I. Gordon, M.D.,
Alumni Professor and head of the Department of Molecular Biology and Pharmacology, director of the Division of Biology
and Biomedical Sciences, and professor
of medicine.
"This program provides a wonderful
mechanism to strengthen the scientific
relationships between our two institutions,"
Peck said.
Starting in January, the exchange
program will allow Swedish researchers to
complete two-year postdoctoral fellowships in the biomedical sciences at the
School of Medicine.
"This is an opportunity for outstanding
young scientists to expand their studies at a
critical stage in their careers," said Scott J.

Hultgren, Ph.D., associate professor of
molecular microbiology and Washington
University's coordinator of the exchange
program.
The program also will support a limited
number of travel fellowships for faculty
members at both institutions.
The Umea coordinator is Charles
Sentman, Ph.D., a member of Umea's
Center for Molecular Pathogenesis. From
1990 to 1992, Sentman was a postdoctoral
fellow in the laboratory of Stanley J.
Korsmeyer, M.D., professor of medicine
and of pathology at Washington University
and an investigator at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute.
Although the program grew out of
interactions between faculty from both
institutions who are interested in microbial
pathogenesis, it is designed to extend
beyond this area of science. Faculty participants in all 11 interdepartmental programs sponsored by the Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences are eligible
to serve as mentors for postdoctoral fellows from Umea.
Applicants for postdoctoral fellowships
will be responsible for initiating contacts
with potential labs at the School of
Medicine. Hultgren will facilitate the
process. He can be reached for further
information by phone (362-6772) or
e-mail (hultgren@borcim.wustl.edu).

Schaffer receives award for lipid research
Jean Schaffer, M.D., assistant professor
of medicine and of molecular biology
and pharmacology, has been awarded the
Heinrich Wieland Prize, an international
award that recognizes outstanding research related to the biology of fats and
lipids.
The 1995 Wieland prize jointly was
awarded to Schaffer and Dennis Vance of
the University of Alberta in Edmonton,
Canada. The award ceremony recently took
place at Munich University in Germany.
The Wieland prize was established in
1964 to honor young scientists whose
work advances the understanding of the
biochemistry of
fats and lipids and
their nutritional and
clinical significance. The prize
was named after
1927 Nobel Prizewinning chemist
Heinrich Wieland.
In receiving this
honor, Schaffer
Jean Schaffer
joins the company
of many world-renowned investigators and
several Nobel Prize winners.
In 1994, Schaffer discovered the gene
for a protein called FATP, which facilitates
cells' ability to take in fatty acids. Fatty
acids are vital nutrients stored as a potential energy source in fat tissue and are
used by heart muscle cells as a primary
source of energy. FATP is embedded in the
cell membrane of heart cells and fat cells.
During her training as a cardiologist,
Schaffer became interested in the controversial subject of how heart muscle takes
up fatty acids from the circulation. She

suspected that the heart must have a
mechanism for efficient uptake of this
essential energy source. Schaffer identified
FATP using sophisticated gene-cloning
methods. The discovery provides the first
explanation of how the heart acquires
enough fatty acids to meet its tremendous
energy demands and how the heart might
control uptake of these fatty acids.
Schaffer made her discovery as a
postdoctoral research fellow in the laboratory of Harvey Lodish, Ph.D., at the
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Mass. Her work was
published in the journal Cell in 1994.
"Dr. Schaffer is truly deserving of this
prestigious international award that recognizes her outstanding research," said
Michael E. Cain, M.D., Tobias and
Hortense Lewin Professor of Medicine
and director of the Cardiovascular Division. "She has pioneered a new area in the
biology of heart muscle cells that will
permit us to better understand many of the
complex molecular interactions in heart
cell metabolism under normal and diseased conditions."
The discovery may lead to a better
understanding of diseases in which heart
muscle cell metabolism is abnormal. In
these diseases — such as cardiac hypertrophy (enlargement of the heart), heart failure
and cardiac ischemia (leading to angina
and heart attack) — heart muscle shifts
away from fatty acid metabolism in favor
of metabolism of other energy sources.
Schaffer joined Washington University
in July. Prior to this appointment, she was
an instructor in medicine at the Harvard
Medical School, as well as a postdoctoral
fellow at the Whitehead institute.

Brain damage may occur days after stroke

Brain damage after stroke may develop
in a surprisingly delayed fashion,
School, of Medicine researchers have
discovered. They reported their findings
Nov. 13 at the annual meeting of the
Society for Neuroscience in San Diego.
"Drugs that currently are being tested
are designed to inhibit the damage that
develops immediately after a person suffers a stroke," said Dennis W Choi, M.D.,
Ph.D., Andrew B. and Gretchen P. Jones
Professor and head of neurology. "But our
study with rats suggests that, if this lateblooming damage also occurs in humans,
it may in some cases be possible to intervene even a few days after the onset of
symptoms."
Efforts to limit stroke damage have
focused on glutamate, which is released in
large amounts by oxygen-deprived neurons. The chemical quickly damages"ish';
neighboring neurons, increasing a person's
chance of becoming disabled.
Choi's previous work with cultured
neurons suggested that a lack of oxygen
and nutrients also may trigger a lingering
cell suicide. This programmed cell death
— apoptosis — normally occurs in the
brain only during development, when it
prunes away surplus neurons.
To monitor stroke damage in the intact
brain, Choi and postdoctoral fellow Cheng
Du, M.D., used a rat model. After the right
M.D., associate professor of obstetrics and side of the cerebral cortex was deprived of
gynecology, and James R. Schreiber,
blood for 90 minutes, it developed subM.D., professor and head of the Departstantial injury within six hours. The full
ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
extent of the damage could be seen within
All couples will receive increased
one day. In contrast, 30 minutes of blood
medical and psychological support during deprivation produced no evident damage
the first trimester of pregnancy. Women in to the cortex in a day. Instead, dead tissue
the study will be randomly selected to be
began to appear after three days. By two
immunized with their husbands' cells or a weeks, the dead area was as big as that in
placebo (sterile water). Those who receive the rats that had been deprived of blood
the placebo and miscarry or do not befor 90 minutes.
come pregnant within one year may be
In examining the injured tissue of the
immunized with their husbands' cells.
rats that had been deprived of blood for 30
For more information, call Moira
minutes, the researchers saw cells with
Lewis at 362-3945.
fragmented DNA, a hallmark of apoptosis.

Recurrent miscarriage study seeks volunteers
Couples who have experienced three or
more miscarriages are needed as
volunteers for a study being conducted by
researchers in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
About 20 percent of all pregnancies
result in miscarriages. A cause can be
identified in only about half of all couples
who experience repeated miscarriages.
The study, which is funded by a $2.25
million grant from the National Institutes
of Health, will evaluate how immunotherapy and psychological support may be
used to prevent recurrent miscarriages. It
is being conducted by Randall R. Odem,

Belinda White (left), a participant in the Eat Well, Live Well Nutrition Program,
prepares oven-fried skinless chicken as part of a demonstration on recipe
modification. This community-based program, sponsored by the George
Warren Brown School of Social Work, the School of Medicine and Grace Hill
Neighborhood Services, is designed to reduce the risk of diabetes in lowincome African-American women. With White is Sharon Shelton, a Grace Hill
employee who is a peer educator for the program.

Moreover, rats that received a compound
that inhibits protein synthesis did not
develop progressive brain damage.
"Our observations suggest that cell
suicide can make substantial contributions to stroke-induced brain damage,"
Choi said. "So by administering drugs
that prevent apoptosis, we may be able to
curtail delayed brain damage."
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Arvidson brings space down to Earth
A planetary scientist has a career of perhaps
50 years to make inroads into the mysteries
behind billions of years of planetary evolution. Thus, to one who studies the planets,
time not only is of the essence, it is the
essence of much of his work.
Raymond E. Arvidson, Ph.D., professor and chair of
the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences in Arts
and Sciences, has been the beneficiary of the blessing
"May you live in interesting times." Not only is he living
in a fascinating era in which the planets have become
more accessible to scientists and the general public, he's
making the most of it and establishing an enduring foundation for future planetary
scientists.
In the first 25 years of
his professional life,
Arvidson has made multiple impacts in the understanding of Venus, Mars,
the Earth and the workings of the inner solar
system, as well as in the
teaching of young people
and the training of future
planetary scientists. Looking ahead to the next
century, Arvidson will be
in the midst of exciting
and long-awaited discoveries about Mars, the
enchanting "Red Planet";
global distribution of
planetary data through the
Internet; and studies of
the condition and future
of Earth itself.
As a child in the
1950s, Arvidson had
more than a passing
interest in space but little
in the way of pedigree to
encourage him to take on
the daunting challenge of
the planets.
"1 was the first person
***™n<* E. Arvidson, Ph.D
in my immediate family to graduate from high school,"
Arvidson explained from his fourth-floor office in James
S. McDonnell Hall. "My biggest influence in my teen-age
years was Bill Kettleson, at the time my future father-inlaw. He worked in construction for Philadelphia Electric
and was an amateur geologist. We used to go out to the
Pennsylvania coal mines and collect samples and just talk
about the processes that put the Earth together. My wife,
Eloise, and I made a donation for a plaque in his honor
that's now on display in McDonnell Hall."
Arvidson's father was a Swedish immigrant house
painter; his mother also was a blue-collar worker. The
family lived in Brooklyn, N.Y„ until Arvidson was 5.
Arvidson, his sister (who has earned a master's degree in
psychology, he proudly noted) and his mother moved to
Williamstown, in southern New Jersey, after the marriage
broke apart. In high school, Arvidson pondered his future
and considered both forestry and geology. A trip to the
guidance counselor's office proved a boon both to
Arvidson and the field of earth and planetary sciences.

'Petroleum geology, not Mars or Venus'
"I remember looking through materials the guidance
counselor gave me that compared job descriptions and
starting salaries," Arvidson recalled. "The best combination of both seemed to be geology, so that's what I went
for. I was a pretty practical adolescent, I guess. But the
funny thing was, I was thinking then about petroleum
geology, not Mars or Venus."
He attended Temple University in Philadelphia on a
partial scholarship, earning a bachelor's degree in geology in 1969. He then went to Brown University in Providence, R.I., and studied under Tim Mutch, who led the
imaging team of the Viking Lander missions to Mars.
Arvidson earned a master's degree in 1971 and a doctorate in 1974, both in geology, from Brown.
"Interestingly, I left for graduate school on July 20,
1969, the day Neil Armstrong walked on the moon,"
Arvidson said. "My first visit to Tim's house was the
evening Mariner 6 flew past Mars. My direction was
going beyond petroleum fields and out to the planets."
It was at Brown that Arvidson, with Mutch and others,
first started working on NASA projects. He helped plan
and implement the imaging experiment for the Viking
Lander missions, launched in the summer of 1975 when
he was an assistant professor of earth and planetary
sciences at Washington University.
"The only job interview I had was in 1973, when I
came to interview at Washington University," he said. "At
the time, the department that preceded the present-day
earth and planetary sciences department had been deemphasized because of budgetary problems. But there

was interest in starting a modern earth and planetary
sciences department, and I was curious what the next 10
years might be like in a new, developing situation.
"The reason I'm here is Bob Walker (McDonnell
Professor of physics in Arts and Sciences). Although a
physicist, he had the vision of a modern department of
earth and planetary sciences and was instrumental, with
Chancellor (William H.) Danforth and James S.
McDonnell, in establishing the McDonnell Center for
the Space Sciences a year after I started here."
The earth and planetary sciences department grew
from a half-dozen faculty in 1974 to 19 teaching and
research faculty now.

with the Mars Global Surveyor, scheduled for launch in
1996. Studying the planets with such intricate involvement presents him with incredible highs and lows.
"One of the most exciting times was when the Viking
Lander touched down on the surface of Mars," Arvidson
said. "I was in residence at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in Pasadena (Calif.) and monitored the lander
radioing information back. And then, to see that first
image from the surface of the planet — it was a big thrill.
"Also, it was a great moment when Magellan finally
lifted off in 1989, our first mission to the planets in
almost a decade. Then, to see the first strip of radar data
radioed back and to know we were on our way to getting
o the best picture yet of
§ Venus, those were wonderIs ful moments."
On the other hand,
when a mission fails, as
the Mars Observer did in
1993, the disappointment
is keen because time, that
precious quantity, is lost.
"To give some perspective on time and studying
the planets, I remember
driving from St. Louis to
Los Angeles in 1976 with
my family to spend the fall
on sabbatical at JPL to
work on the Viking Lander
mission," Arvidson recalled. "My son was less
than a year old. The next
mission to Mars, Mars
Observer, disappeared in
1993. My son was nearly
20 years old, an adult. A
generation had passed."
Arvidson and his Washington University group
will play a major role in
archiving and distributing
the data for the 1996 Mars
Global Surveyor, the Mars
Observer recovery mission
, teaches his Focus 297 course, "Environmental Science ana Koncy.
that wm fly most of ^

"... I left for graduate school
on July 20, 1969, the day Neil
Armstrong walked on the
moon. ... My direction was
going beyond petroleum
fields and out to the planets."
Michael E. Wysession, Ph.D., assistant professor of
earth and planetary sciences, is one of the outstanding
faculty members Arvidson oversees. Wysession began
his career at the University in January 1991, the same
month Arvidson became department chair.
"Personally, I couldn't imagine a better chair. He's a
strong leader with a good vision of where he wants the
department to go, but he lets his faculty work out the
details of their programs on their own," Wysession said.
"He knows where he wants to go, but he doesn't meddle
with the rest of us in getting there — he lets us take the
ball and run. As for teaching, one of his strong interests
is building the undergraduate education program. In just
four years, both the undergraduate program and departmental research have grown tremendously."

Collaborating with NASA
In addition to helping the department grow — and
teaching hundreds of students and working with graduate students on a host of projects — Arvidson has made
his imprint on landmark NASA explorations of the
planets and also brought recognition to the University
and the McDonnell center through his handling of
NASA's Planetary Data System Geoscience Node.
Housed across from his office, the geoscience node is
a major storehouse and distribution hub for NASA data
from the surfaces and interiors of the inner solar system
planets and their satellites, made available instantaneously to scientists worldwide via optical jukeboxes
and magnetic disk farms on the Internet.
Arvidson was involved from concept to completion
with the Magellan Mission to Venus (1980 to 1994), the
Viking Lander missions to Mars (1970 to 1982), the
Mars Observer Mission (1985 to 1993) and currently

same instruments that the lost Mars Observer flew.
Arvidson also is key to NASA's overall planning for
future Mars missions, as well as those planned by the
Russians, with whom he's worked for nearly a decade.
"After Mars Observer, the planetary community,
working with NASA and JPL, constructed a 'road map'
for Mars exploration, with some constraints built in," he
said. "It was determined to launch often to avoid long
intervals between missions. Another consideration was to
do things more economically. A mix of orbiters and
landers was selected to provide global and local data.
Another yet was to pursue a theme in which we try to
understand the current and past climates of Mars and
what ramifications these may have for life on the 'Red
Planet.' Now there are plans extending to 2005 for a
series of Mars missions launched every other year."
Also studies home planet
Water and climate play pivotal roles in Arvidson's research of the home planet, too. He and his group are
developing a unique method to assess flood damage and
wetlands value on the Missouri River flood plain, devastated by the floods of 1993 and 1995. They are using the
same sophisticated NASA radar systems used to map
Venus. Also, he is planning a collaboration with Owen J.
Sexton, Ph.D., professor of biology in Arts and Sciences,
that involves remote sensing, field work and computer
modeling to monitor effects of global warming. The focus
is southern Missouri and the Ozark plateau, where the
status of ecosystems called glades may serve as an indicator of global warming expansion.
Of all his pursuits, though, Arvidson perhaps is most
enthused about his Focus 297 course, "Environmental
Science and Policy." He teaches 15 cross-disciplinary
freshmen who study critical issues of the environment. A
key component of the course is field trips. Next semester,
the course will culminate with a spring break trip to
Death Valley National Park in California and Nevada.
"This fall, we camped on Jameson Island on the Missouri River flood plain to study erosion and sand deposition from the floods," Arvidson recalled. "After a full
weekend of really intense activity, they sang rock songs
on the way back home. I very much enjoyed the experience. These are bright, energetic students who constantly
challenge you."
Although time can be a frustration to the planetary
scientist, Arvidson is upbeat about the future.
"I would like to participate in future Mars missions,
as well as the exciting terrestrial studies that we have
planned, and continue to interact with enthusiastic, bright
students," Arvidson said. "It is difficult to imagine a more
exciting decade of activity."
— Tony Fitzpatrick

Calendar

Nov. 30-Dec. 9

4:15 p.m. Philosophy-neuroscience-psy4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular bioHammerstein and Sonny Rollins. Directed
chology colloquium. "The Goal of Speech
physics seminar. "Real-time Kinetics of
by Christine Hitt, choral director in music.
Perception," Irene Appelbaum, McDonnell
Protein-DNA Interactions Using FluoresGraham Chapel. 935-5581.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Philosophy-Neurocence-based and Interferometer-based
Wednesday, Dec. 6
science-Psychology Program. Room 149
Spectroscopy: Application to Transcription
McMillan Hall. 935-6670.
Factors and DNA Polymerases," Joseph M.
8 p.m. Concert "Black Composer ReperBeechem, prof., Dept. of Molecular Physiol- tory Chorus Concert." Directed by Daniel
4:30 p.m. Math colloquium. "Isometry
ogy and Biophysics, Vanderbilt U, NashDuMaine, choral director in music.
Groups of Lorentz Manifolds (Part I),"
ville, Term. Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
Steinberg Hall Aud. 935-5581.
Garrett Stuck, prof, of mathematics, U of
Maryland, College Park. Room 199 Cupples 362-0261.
Thursday, Dec. 7
1 Hall. (Tea: 4 p.m. in Room 200.) 935-6726.
Thursday, Dec. 7
8 p.m. WU Chorus concert. Directed by
"Engineering at Washington University:
7:30 p.m. Art history and archaeology
Eric Anthony, choral director in music.
125 Years of Excellence." Through Nov. 30. lecture. "Moral Landscapes: Art and Politics 11:15 a.m. Social work seminar. "Mental
Graham Chapel. 935-5581.
Special Collections, Olin Library, Level Five. Between the Wars," Romy Golan, asst. prof., Health Services Research and Child Welfare," John Landsverk, director, Children's
Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays. 935Dept. of Art History, Yale U. Room 116
Center for Research on Child and AdolesFriday, Dec. 8
5444.
Givens Hall. 935-5270.
cent Mental Health Services, Children's
8 p.m. Opera. The WU Opera presents
"Transitions." Features works by several
Hospital and Health Center, San Diego.
"Twice-seen Scenes: Short 20th-century
Friday, Dec. 1
new and longtime faculty members in the
Room 353 West Campus Conference Center. Music-theater Pieces," an evening of experiSchool of Art. Through Dec. 17. Gallery of
Noon. Cell biology and physiology semi935-6660.
mental opera. (Also Dec. 9, same time.)
Art, upper gallery, Steinberg Hall. Hours:
nar. "Synapse Disassembly at the Neuro(See story, page 5.) Cost: $4; free for Friends
1
p.m.
Vision
science
seminar.
"Mecha10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. week- muscular Junction," Jeff Lichtman, prof, of
of Music members. Umrath Hall Lounge.
ends. 935-5490.
anatomy and neurobiology. Cell Biology and nisms and Roles of Fas/Fas Ligand-induced
Apoptosis," Douglas R. Green, member and 935-5581.
Physiology Library, Room 426 McDonnell
"Versions of the Self: The Poetry of John
division head, La Jolla (Calif.) Institute for
N. Morris." The papers of Morris, a retiring Medical Sciences Bldg. 362-6950.
Allergy and Immunology. Room Seminar A, Saturday, Dec. 9
English professor, will be displayed Dec. 1- Noon. Environmental engineering semiEric P. Newman Education Center, 320 S.
8 p.m. Catholic Student Center singing
March 1. Special Collections, Olin Library,
nar. "High-performance Waste Biotreatment Euclid Ave. 362-3726.
event. "Festival of Carols — A Musical
Level Five. Hours: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekSystems for Chemical Industry ApplicaCelebration of Advent and Christmas." Cost:
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences
days. 935-5495.
tions," Michael Heitkamp, assoc. science
$5 for the general public and $3 for WU
colloquium.
"Tectono-stratigraphy
and
fellow, Monsanto Co. Room 216 Urbauer
Photography/digital imagery exhibit.
students with ID. Tickets may be purchased
Metamorphism
in
the
Western
Gneiss
ReWorks by students in the master's of fine arts Hall. 935-8590.
gion, Norway: What Do They Tell Us About at the door. Catholic Student Center, 6352
in photography program. Opening reception: 2 p.m. Geometry seminar. "Isometry
Forsyth Blvd. 725-3358.
Continental Collision Processes?" Peter
7-9 p.m. Dec. 1. Through Jan. 15. Midtown
Groups of Lorentz Manifolds (Part II),"
Robinson, prof, of geology, U. of MassachuArt Center, 3207 Washington Ave., St. Louis. Garrett Stuck, prof, of mathematics, U. of
setts, Amherst. Room 362 McDonnell Hall.
Hours: 2-6 p.m. weekdays; 2-5 p.m. SaturMaryland, College Park. Room 199 Cupples 935-5603.
days. 531-ARTS or 727-2840.
I Hall. 935-6726.
4:30 p.m. Math colloquium. "Estimates
3:15 p.m. Political science discussion.
for the Conjugate Function Operator on
"Federal Tax Reform: Lessons From the 50
L (log L)a," Daniel F. Shea, prof, of mathStates," Richard Veddar, visiting prof.,
ematics, U of Wisconsin, Madison. Room
Center for the Study of American Business.
199 Cupples I Hall. (Tea: 4 p.m. in Room
Room 200C Eliot Hall. 935-5822.
200.) 935-6726.
3:30 p.m. Environmental studies colloFriday, Dec. 8
quium. "A Talk About the Superfund,"
Richard Mahoney, distinguished executiveNoon. Earth and planetary sciences
in-residence, Center for the Study of Ameri- brown-bag colloquium. "Early CementaThursday, Nov. 30
can Business. Room 362 McDonnell Hall.
tion of Sandstones: Reflections of Cyclic
935-7047.
Sedimentary Processes," Laura J. Crossey,
8 p.m. Performing Arts Department play.
Distinguished Lecturer for the American
"Stories from Generation X (Y, Z...)." (Also
4 p.m. Music lecture. "Understanding
Dec. 1 and 2, same time, and Dec. 2 and 3 at
All Filmboard movies cost $3 and are
Musical Parameters Through Improvisation," Association of Petroleum Geologists, U. of
New Mexico, Albuquerque. Room 102
2 p.m.) (See story, page 6.) Cost: $8 for the
shown in Room 100 Brown Hall. For 24Martin Mailman, composer-in-residence,
Wilson Hall. 935-5603.
general public; $6 for senior citizens and
hour Filmboard hotline, call 935-5983.
North Texas State U, Denton. Room B-8
WU faculty, staff and students. Because of
Blewett Hall. 935-5581.
Thursday, Nov. 30
sexual language and graphic violence, the
5 p.m. Architecture lecture. David
play is recommended for mature audiences
7 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Classic Series.
Whiteman, David Whiteman Architects, St.
only. Drama Studio, Room 208 Mallinckrodt
"Christmas Holiday" (1944, B&W), starring Louis. Room 116 Givens Hall. 935-6200.
Center. 935-6543.
Gene Kelly.
6 and 8:30 p.m. WU Association Travel
Friday, Dec. 1
Lecture Series. "Russia Today: Its Land and
Friday, Dec. 1
8 p.m. Edison Theatre's "OVATIONS!"
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series. People," Willis Henry Moore, adjunct prof,
series presents the St. Louis premiere of the
"Quiz Show" (1994), starring Ralph Fiennes of history, Chaminade U, Honolulu. Cost:
Stephen Petronio Dance Company, a troupe
and John Turturro. (Also Dec. 2, same times, $4.50. Graham Chapel. 935-5212.
that brings a kind of kamikaze-like ecstasy
and Dec. 3 at 7 p.m.)
Monday, Dec. 4
and savage exhilaration to the stage. (Also
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight Series.
4 p.m. Immunology seminar. "Turning On
Dec. 2, same time.) Cost: $20 for the general
"Bedknobs and Broomsticks" (1971), a Walt and Off Antigen Receptors: Protein Tyrosine
public; $16 for senior citizens and WU
Saturday, Dec. 2
Disney Studios classic starring Angela
Phosphatases — Setting the Threshold,"
faculty and staff; and $11 for WU students.
Landsbury. (Also Dec. 2, same time, and
8 p.m. Chamber Choir concert Program:
Edison Theatre. 935-6543.
Matthew L. Thomas, assoc. prof, of patholDec. 3 at 9:30 p.m.)
Arthur Honegger's oratorio "Le roi David."
ogy and asst. prof, of molecular microbiolDirected by John Stewart, assoc. prof, of
ogy.
Third
Floor
Aud.,
St.
Louis
Children's
Wednesday, Dec. 6
music. Featured soloists: Jeanenne Lambert,
Hospital. 362-8748.
graduate student in voice; Jason Berger,
7 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Eat, Drink,
senior; Denise Stookesberry, alumna; and
Man, Woman" (1994), with English subtitles. Tuesday, Dec. 5
Bonnie
Taylor, adjunct prof, in the PerformRoom 219 South Ridgley Hall. 935-5156.
Noon. Molecular microbiology/microbial
ing Arts Dept. Graham Chapel. 935-5581.
pathogenesis seminar. "Molecular Analysis
of Herpes Simplex Virus Infection of PeSunday, Dec. 3
ripheral Neurons," Paul Olivo, asst. prof, of
2:30 p.m. Wind Ensemble concert "Conmedicine and of molecular microbiology.
versations: An Afternoon of 20th-century
Room 775 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. (Refreshments: 11:45 a.m.) 362-7258. Wind Music." Program: music of Percy
Grainger, Michael Hunt, Howard Hanson
3 p.m. Geometry seminar. "Invariant
and Martin Mailman. Directed by Dan
Submanifolds for Geodesic Flows for Locally Presgrave, director of instrumental enThursday, Nov. 30
Symmetric Spaces of Noncompact Type,"
sembles and lecturer in music, with piano
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Office of Continuing MediTracy Payne, visiting asst. prof, of mathemat- soloist Annette Burkhart. Saint Louis Art
cal Education conference registration.
ics. Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6726.
Museum Aud., 1 Fine Arts Drive, Forest
"Healthcare Issues," to be held Dec. 15 at
Park. 935-5581.
the Eric P. Newman Education Center, 320
4 p.m. Diabetes research seminar. "CouS. Euclid Ave. For cost and registration info.,
pling of Depolarization to Exocytosis in
7 p.m. Kingsbury Trio concert A concert
Thursday, Nov. 30
call 362-6893.
Pancreatic B-cells," Stan Misler, assoc. prof, of Baroque and 20th-century music, featur11:15 a.m. Social work seminar. "Compoof medicine and of cell biology and physiol- ing the music of Elliott Carter, Fred
2-5:30 p.m. Thoracic surgery seminar.
nents of a Quality Research Proposal: Prior
ogy. Pathology Library, Room 3723 West
Tompkins,
CPE.
Bach
and
Georg
Philipp
Third Annual "Roper Day" Program. "UpStudies," Lee N. Robins, University ProfesBldg. 362-7435.
Telemann. (See story, page 5.) Holmes
date on Lung Transplantation," G. Alexander
sor of Social Science. Room 353 West CamLounge, Ridgley Hall. 935-5581.
Patterson, prof, of surgery; "Surgical Oppus Conference Center. 935-5741.
Wednesday, Dec. 6
tions for Gastroesophageal Reflux," R.
7:30
p.m.
University
City
Symphony
Or1 p.m. Vision science seminar. "The Mo6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds.
chestra concert Program: "Tragic Overture" Sudhir Sundaresan, asst. prof, of surgery;
lecular Basis of Immune Privilege," Thomas "New Frontiers in Adrenergic Pharmacol"Physiologic Concepts in Lung Volume
by Johannes Brahms; Alexander Borodin's
A. Ferguson, asst. prof, of ophthalmology
ogy," Debra A. Schwinn, assoc. prof, of
Reduction Surgery," Stephen Lefrak, Distin"Symphony
No.
2
in
B
minor";
"Hungarian
and visual sciences and of pathology and
anesthesiology, pharmacology and surgery
guished University Professor of Medicine;
Rhapsody No. 2" by Franz Liszt; and works
chair, Animal Studies Committee. East
and director, Molecular Pharmacology
and "Lung Cancer — Limited Resection for
for
Alpine
horn
by
Leopold
Mozart
and
Hans
Pavilion Aud., Barnes Hospital. 362-3726.
Laboratory, Duke U. Medical Center. Wohl
Sommers. Directed by William Schatzkamer, Limited Patients," Joel D. Cooper, prof, of
2:30 p.m. Mechanical engineering seminar. Hospital Bldg. Aud., 4960 Children's Place. prof, emeritus of music, and featuring Alpine surgery. Seminar continues at 4:30 p.m. with
362-6978.
the Third Annual Charles L. Roper Lecture
"Integrating Design and Manufacturing: A
horn soloist William Hammond. Graham
in General Thoracic Surgery, "Transforming
Game-theoretic Approach," Kemper Lewis,
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology Grand
Chapel. 935-5581.
the Cancer Cell," Jack A. Roth, prof, and
NASA graduate research fellow, Systems
Rounds. "Mechanism of Pre-term Birth,"
chair, Dept. of Thoracic and Cardiovascular
Realization Laboratory, Georgia Institute of John R. G. Challis, prof, and chair, Dept. of Tuesday, Dec. 5
Technology, Atlanta. Room 100 Cupples II
Physiology, U. of Toronto. Clopton Aud.,
8 p.m. Vocal Jazz Choir concert Program: Surgery, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, U.
of Texas, Austin. West Pavilion Aud., Barnes
Hall. 935-6055.
4950 Children's Place. 362-3143.
music of Johnny Mercer, Rodgers and
Hospital. 362-6021.

Exhibitions

Performances

Films

Music

Miscellany

Lectures
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4 p.m. History panel discussion. "Broadening the Horizons of History Teaching:
The Challenge of African History," Ade
Obayemi, prof, of African history and
archaeology, U. of Iloria, Nigeria; Fiona B.
Marshall, assoc. prof, of anthropology; and
Funso Afolayan, visiting asst. prof, of
African and Afro-American studies. Cohen
Lounge, Room 113 Busch Hall. 935-5450.

Friday, Dec. 1
7 a.m. Medical symposium. "Third Annual Symposium on Management Issues in
Gastroenterology." Continues through
Dec. 2. Ritz-Carlton Hotel, 100 Carondelet
Plaza, Clayton. For cost and registration
info., call 362-5678.

Saturday, Dec. 2
9:30 a.m.-noon. Book arts workshop.
"Making Gift Books." Learn how to make
simple books in a matter of minutes by
using personal images, messages and
stories. Room 104 Bixby Hall. Cost: $35.
For more info, and to register, call 9354643.

Sunday, Dec. 3
4 p.m. Literary reading. "A Reading by
John N. Morris on the Occasion of His
Retirement." Morris is an English professor. Sponsored by the WU Libraries' Bookmark Society and the Dept. of English. Olin
Library, Harris Reading Room, Level Four.
935-5400.

Monday, Dec. 4
7 p.m. Auditions. The Performing Arts
Dept. will hold auditions for spring 1996
productions. (Also Dec. 5, same time.)
Open to WU community only. Edison
Theatre. 935-5858.
7 p.m. Women's lecture and dessert
buffet. "Do Nice Girls Finish Last? Empowering Women in the Work Force,"
Rosemary Agonito, president, New Futures
Enterprises. (See story, this page.) Room
100 Busch Hall.

Tuesday, Dec. 5
7:30 a.m. William H. Danforth Scientific
Symposium. "Medicine at the Millennium," a School of Medicine tribute to a
distinguished colleague. (See story, page 1.)
Breakfast at 7:30 a.m., followed by symposium at 8 a.m. Eric P. Newman Education
Center, 320 S. Euclid Ave. 362-8282.
8 p.m. Literary reading. Poet Lynn
Emanuel, prof, of English, U. of Pittsburgh,
and author of "The Dig," a selection of the
National Poetry Series, and "Hotel Fiesta."
Introduction by Eric Pankey, poet-inresidence and director of Creative Writing
Programs. West Campus Conference Center. Cost: $5. 935-5576.

Thursday, Dec. 7
4:30 p.m. Women's conference forum.
"Windows on Beijing: The United Nations'
Fourth World Conference on Women."
Speakers: Sally Haywood, administrator
with the Center for Mental Health Services
Research at the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work; Linda Lindsey,
adjunct assoc. prof, of social thought and
analysis; Mavis Thompson, St. Louis City

Circuit Clerk, 22nd Judicial Circuit of
Missouri; and Mary Jo Brauner of the
Archdiocesan Center on Women in the
Church and Capacitar International. Brown
Hall Lounge. 935-5741 or 935-5102.

Department of Music to present
sing-along of Handel's 'Messiah'

Friday, Dec. 8

The Department of Music in Arts
and Sciences will present its annual sing-along of the Christmas
portion of George Frideric Handel's
oratorio "Messiah." The performance will
begin at 3 p.m. Dec. 10 in Graham
Chapel, followed by wassail and carols.
Admission is $5 for the general public;
$3 for Washington University faculty and
staff; and free for all students and Friends*
of Music members.
"Everyone is invited to sing, though
listeners are equally welcome," said John
Stewart, an associate professor of voice
who will conduct the performance.
Individuals are encouraged to bring
their own copies of the music, but scores

1:30-4:30 p.m. Chemistry symposium.
William D. Phillips Memorial Symposium.
Introduction by Joseph Ackerman, prof, and
chair, Dept. of Chemistry, prof, of radiology, and research prof, of medicine. Program: "Protein NMR Yesterday and Today,"
Oleg Jardetzky, prof, of molecular pharmacology, Stanford U; "DuPont Days and In
Vivo NMR of Cancer," Jerry Glickson,
prof, of biochemistry, Johns Hopkins U;
and "Glycogen Synthase Does Not Control
the Rate of Glycogen Synthesis," Robert
Shulman, Sterling Professor of Molecular
Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale U. Room
458 Louderman Hall. (Reception immediately following in the Women's Bldg.
Lounge.) 935-6593.
7:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Office of Continuing Medical Education conference. "Contemporary Management of Myocardial
Infarction." Eric P. Newman Education
Center, 320 S. Euclid Ave. For cost info,
and to register, call 362-6893.
10-11:30 a.m. Book arts workshop. "Marketing and Collecting Artists' Books," an
informal discussion about marketing your
books, with Douglas Dowd, asst. prof, of
art; Patrick Renschen, lecturer in art (photography); and Bill Harroff, National Endowment for the Arts fellowship recipient
and book artist. Room 104 Bixby Hall. 9354643.
1-3:30 p.m. Art workshop. "Paper Marbling." Learn styles found in books of the
1800s, create styles from your own imagination and discuss tools needed to set up
your own paper-marbling studio. Appropriate painting clothing should be worn. Room
212 Bixby Hall. Cost: $35. For more info,
and to register, call 935-4643.

Calendar guidelines
Events sponsored by the University — its
departments, schools, centers, organizations
and its recognized student organizations —
are published in the Calendar. All events are
free and open to the public, unless otherwise noted.
Calendar submissions should state time,
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of
speaker(s) and affiliation, and admission
cost. Quality promotional photographs with
descriptions are welcome. Send items to
Judy Ruhland at Box 1070 (or via fax: 9354259). Submission forms are available by
calling 935-4926.
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday
one week prior to publication. Late entries
will not be printed. The Record is printed
every Thursday during the school year,
except holidays, and monthly during the
summer. If you are uncertain about a
deadline, holiday schedule, or any other
information, please call 935-4926.

the opera and a teacher of applied music
in the Department of Music in Arts and
Sciences.
One of the works to be presented —
"Tied by Blood" — will be sung by two
young women lamenting the deaths of
strong female figures in their lives. The
women will dramatize the piece from
two viewpoints: as sisters mourning the
death of their mother and as prostitutes
grieving over the suicide of their
bordello's madam. Several other pieces
in the opera also deal with serious
topics, such as poverty and Alzheimer's
disease.
On a lighter side, students will sing a
piece called "Hansel and Gretel" in a
language that omits verbs.
The concert is sponsored by the
music department. For more information, call 935-5581.

Author Agonito to speak on empowering women
Rosemary Agonito, Ph.D., author of
"No More 'Nice Girl,'" will speak
during a program titled "Do Nice Girls
Finish Last? Empowering Women in the
Work Force." The free lecture for women
in the Washington University community will be held at 7 p.m. Monday, Dec.
4, in Room 100 Busch Hall, with a
question-and-answer session at 7:45
p.m. A dessert buffet and coffee will

will be available. Singers will have the
option of sitting with others in their vocal
range, where they will be joined by members of the University's Chamber Choir.
Stacia M. Thiel, a first-year graduate
student in voice, will be the soprano
soloist. Denise Stookesberry and Joseph
Consiglio, who received master's degrees
in voice from the University, will sing the
alto and tenor solos, respectively. Mark
Kent, a graduate of the Opera Theatre of
St. Louis' artist-in-training program, will
be the bass soloist, and William Partridge, organist and choirmaster at Christ
Church Cathedral in St. Louis, will be the
accompanist.
For more information, call 935-5581.

Saturday, Dec. 9

Opera performs experimental theater pieces
The Washington University Opera will
present an evening of experimental
opera at 8 p.m. Dec. 8 and 9 in Umrath
Hall Lounge. The program is titled
"Twice-seen Scenes: Short 20th-century
Music-theater Pieces."
Both undergraduate and graduate
students in voice will perform.
Admission is $4. Friends of Music
members will be admitted free.
During the program, small ensembles
will sing and dramatize seven short
pieces by contemporary composers. Each
piece will be presented twice, with different interpretations and elements of
improvisation each time.
"This is an opportunity for our opera
students to expand their dramatic experiences, including improvisation, beyond
that required by the standard operatic
repertoire," said Jolly Stewart, director of
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follow from 8 to 9 p.m. in Holmes
Lounge, Ridgley Hall.
Agonito is president of New Futures
Enterprises, a gender-equity consulting
firm in Syracuse, N.Y. The Women's
Panhellenic Association, along with
EmPower, a women's group sponsored by
the association, are the program organizers.
For more information, call 935-2715.

Kingsbury Trio concert features
Baroque, 20th-century music
The Department of Music in Arts
and Sciences will present the
Kingsbury Trio in a performance
of Baroque and 20th-century music with
harpsichord. The free concert will begin
at 7 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 3, in Ridgley
Hall's Holmes Lounge.
"The harpsichord is most frequently
associated with music of the Renaissance
and Baroque periods, but its use in 20thcentury music is not anachronistic.
Present-day composers continue to write
challenging music for the instrument,"
said Maryse Carlin, a member of the trio
who teaches piano and harpsichord in the
music department.
The program opens with a quartet for
flute, oboe, cello and harpsichord by Fred
Tompkins, a St. Louis composer wellknown for his jazz compositions, to be
followed by the 1952 sonata for the same

instruments by Elliott Carter. German
Baroque music for flute, violin, cello and
harpsichord comprises the second half of
the program, beginning with a trio sonata
by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and concluding with "Quartet No. 6 in E minor
('Paris' Quartets)" by Georg Philipp
Telemann.
In addition to Carlin, the members of
the Kingsbury Trio are Jacob Berg, flute,
and Sarah Edgerton, cello. Berg, who
teaches flute in the music department, is
principal flutist with the Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra. Edgerton is a
member of the music faculty at Southeast
Missouri State University in Cape
Girardeau. Barbara Herr Orland, oboist,
and Lorraine Glass-Harris, violinist, both
members of the Saint Louis Symphony
Orchestra, will perform with the trio.
For more information, call 935-5581.

Compiled by Mike Wolf, director, and David Moessner, assoc. director, sports information.
margin and then fell to the host Titans
83-74. This past weekend, the Bears
defeated Claremont-Mudd colleges
(Claremont, Calif.) 78-62 and then fell
The volleyball team heads north this week
78-70 in overtime to Pomona-Pitzer
for its seventh-consecutive trip to the
colleges (Claremont) in the finals of the
NCAA Division III Final Four. The secWest Coast Classic.
ond-ranked Bears, in search of an unprecSenior center Kevin Folkl became the
edented fifth-consecutive national title and
ninth Bear to eclipse the 1,000-point
sixth overall, will square off with thirdplateau during the win over Claremontranked Ithaca (N.Y.) College on Friday,
Mudd.
Dec. 1, in the first semifinal. The second
This weekend, the Bears play host to
semifinal will feature the host school,
the 12th Annual Lopata Classic, which
ninth-ranked University of Wisconsinwill feature Hamilton College (Clinton,
Whitewater, and fifth-ranked California
N.Y), the California Institute of TechnolLutheran University (Thousand Oaks).
ogy (Pasadena) and the Massachusetts
The Bears advanced to the Final Four
Institute of Technology (Cambridge).
following a 15-8, 7-15, 15-13, 15-2
This week: 8 p.m. Friday, Dec. 1, vs.
quarterfinal victory against top-ranked
Caltech (Lopata Classic), WU Field
Juniata College (Huntingdon, Pa.) on
House; 6 or 8 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 2,
Nov. 18.
Lopata Classic Consolation or ChampiFour Bears earned all-South Region
recognition last week and now are strong onship, WU Field House
contenders for All-America honors.
Tabbed were seniors Shelley Swan and
Nikki Gitlin, junior Stephanie Habif and
freshman Jennifer Martz.
In search of a seventh-consecutive
Current record: 40-3
NCAA tournament berth, the women's
This week: 4:30 p.m. Friday, Dec. 1,
basketball team has started the 1995-96
NCAA Division III Semifinal vs. Ithaca
campaign with an unblemished 4-0 mark.
College, Whitewater, Wis.; 4:30 or 7:30
En route, the Bears have earned the
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 2, NCAA Division
team titles at both the WU Tip-off TourIII Consolation Match or Final,
nament held Nov. 17-18 and the Seventh
Whitewater, Wis.
Annual WU Invitational this past weekend. In the former event, the Bears
toppled Illinois College (Jacksonville)
by a 66-48 count and then dispatched
20th-ranked Illinois Wesleyan UniverThe men's basketball team has exited the sity 77-65. In the latter tourney, the
gate with a 3-2 start. Sandwiching a 78Bears opened with a 77-64 win over
64 win over MacMurray College (JackLake Forest (111.) College and then
sonville, 111.) on Nov. 21 were a pair of
drubbed Blackburn College (Carlinville,
second-place finishes in high-powered
111.) by a 75-41 margin.
tournaments.
This week: 1 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 2, vs.
In the season-opening Illinois
Trinity University (1st Texas Shootout
Wesleyan University Tip-off Tourney
Classic), Georgetown, Texas; 3 p.m.,
held Nov. 17-18 in Bloomington, the
Sunday, Dec. 3, vs. Southwestern UniBears defeated DePauw University
versity (1 st Texas Shootout Classic)
(Greencastle, Ind.) by a 76-73 overtime

Volleyball Bears seek
fifth-straight crown

Women hoopsters
perfect after four games

Men's basketball team
opens season at 3-2
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Law students learn
about alternative ways
to resolve disputes
Lawyers, business people and law
students in St. Louis recently spent
a day at the St. Louis Convention
Center focusing on alternatives to litigation.
Alternative dispute resolution (ADR),
as this field is known, is getting increased
attention as courts become more backlogged with cases. In some areas of legal
practice, like family law, ADR now is
required. Businesses also often see ADR
as a way to decrease legal expenses.
About 250 people attended the daylong
seminar — including 20 Washington
University School of Law students who
received scholarships to the seminar from
United States Arbitration and Mediation
Midwest Inc.
The seminar, titled "The New ADR —
How to Resolve Disputes Faster, Cheaper
and With a Lot Less Headaches,"- was
designed to help practitioners resolve
disputes through arbitration, mediation
and other alternatives that can help parties
avoid the "expense and trauma of going to
court."
"ADR is something more attorneys and
businesses are getting interested in," said
Steve Sherman, a third-year student who
attended the seminar. "I have been introduced to ADR through my clinical course
work and thought it would be good to
learn about it as soon as possible."
Karen Dill, another third-year student,
agreed. "Mediation and arbitration are the
wave of the future, and I wanted to get
involved."
Both Sherman and Dill said the seminar provided perspectives not only of
mediators but of business people and
other non-lawyers interested in using ADR
and of lawyers interested in learning more
about the field. "It was especially interesting to hear the questions from the business
people attending," said Dill. "Their perspective was one I was unfamiliar with,
and it was thought-provoking."
Generally speaking, a mediator is a
neutral third party who helps two or more
parties resolve a dispute. A mediator does
not have the power to impose a decision
on the parties. In contrast, an arbitrator
typically is given the power to resolve the
dispute, and an arbitrator's decision generally is considered binding.
The morning sessions, chaired by
former U.S. Sen. John Danforth of Missouri, focused on planning, settlement and
arbitration. William H. Webster, former
FBI and CIA head and alumnus of the
Washington University School of Law,
addressed the group at lunch. In addition
to discussing mediation, Webster recounted anecdotes from his own experiences as a mediator, the students said.
The afternoon session, chaired by
Gwendolyn Stephenson, chancellor of the
St. Louis Community College District,
was devoted to mediation; the profits and
benefits of minimizing litigation; an
analysis of six major areas in which ADR
forms are most effective; and a demonstration of how to help the community and
businesses minimize litigation.
In addition to Webster, speakers included three other Washington University
alumni: Jerry Hunter, former head of the
National Labor Relations Board, and
attorneys Henry Menghini and Carroll J.
Donohue. William K. Slate II, president of
the American Arbitration Association, also
was among the speakers.
Other Washington University law
students who attended were Curtis
Burchett, Bradley Coleman, Jennifer
Ehrmantraut, RJ. Fox, Steve Gibson,
Jacqueline Kutnik, Danine Lard, Revlynn
Lawson, Trevor Lyons, Doug Passon,
Nora Pristave, Gila Rosenstock, Mary
Anne Spillane, Nicholas Waddles,
Malcolm Wells, Yong Wen, Katherine
Wessling and Llynn White. Most of the
students also are enrolled in a clinical
practice class and have become familiar
with ADR in that context as well.
The seminar was sponsored by the Bar
Association of Metropolitan St. Louis, the
St. Louis Regional Commerce and Growth
Association, Downtown St. Louis Inc., the
American Arbitration Association, the
Association of Attorney-Mediators and
the St. Louis Community College District.
— Debby Aronson

From left, Carmen Bell, a junior Spanish major; Carla Cartwright, a junior English/education major; and Nancy Berg, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of Asian and Near Eastern languages and literatures, make peanut butter sandwiches for the hungry at
STONE Soup's one-year anniversary celebration. The student-run organization now serves as many as 150 meals a week.

Students bring architectural concepts to Miriam School -fwmpagei
tive aspects: one, that the educational
system is much more encouraging and
open than in many other countries and,
two, that society's attitude toward people
with special challenges also is so supportive."
Kim's project, which involved creating
a structure from paper clips and paper
cups (similar to miniature cupcake liners),
taught the children about structures and
gave them a chance to practice their motor
skills.
After meeting with Bower and
McKinnis, each architecture student drew
up a lesson plan. Each plan incorporated a
specific architectural concept. Bower and
McKinnis also discussed with the students
the best materials for the class projects
and made sure the students' presentations
and timing were tailored to the 35-minute
period.
Another challenge for the graduate
students was that Miriam School has
students ranging in age from 4 to 12, so

they had to tailor lessons to each of those
ages.
Graduate student Saramari Leon wanted
to focus on how light can affect an environment. The children helped make light
boxes and experimented with how light
worked when shined from outside a box
that had been poked full of holes. Some
holes were covered with colored cellophane, and different-shaped objects were
placed inside the box to create shadows.
The exercise was tailored for different
age groups. The 5-year-olds used light to
learn about shapes. Colored transparencies in different shapes were projected
onto a wall, and the children talked about
what the shape was and how to make it.
The children then used their own bodies
to make the shapes.
A group of 6- to 8-year-olds investigated how light reflected off different
shapes that were glued into the light box.
An older group learned about the reflective properties of black and white by

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to the University Police Department Nov. 13-26. Readers with information that
could assist the investigation of these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided as a public service
to promote safety awareness on campus.

Nov. 13
10 a.m. —A 35 mm camera, valued at $500,
was reported stolen from Givens Hall.
10:21 a.m. —A School of Architecture video
camera, valued at $200, was reported stolen
from Givens Hall.
3:56 p.m. —An unlocked mountain bike,
valued at $350, was reported stolen near Olin
Library.

Nov. 14
11:33 a.m. —The operator of the Subway
Sandwiches & Salads in the Mallinckrodt
Center Food Court reported that a male
subject stole a $3 sandwich.
Midnight — A purse, valued at $49, was
reported stolen from Shepley Residence Hall.

Nov. 15
1:45 p.m. —A staff member reported that
$100 worth of parts from the front grill of a
vehicle was stolen from the Alumni House
parking lot.

Nov. 16

uct and money had been stolen from a
vending machine in Rubelmann Residence
Hall.
1:10p.m. — A power drill, valued at $450,
was reported stolen from Eliot Hall.

Nov. 20
3 p.m. —A book bag, valued at $100, was
reported stolen from the Campus Bookstore
in Mallinckrodt Center.
8:56p.m. — A visitor to the University
reported that the rear window of a van was
broken while it was parked near the Life
Sciences Building.

Nov. 21
4 a.m. — A student and two visitors were
arrested for allegedly possessing stolen
property when a University Police officer
observed them removing mailboxes from a
car on Shepley Drive. It was determined that
the mailboxes were from the Creve Coeur
area. The matter was referred to the Creve
Coeur Police Department and the
University's judicial administrator.

Midnight — University Police responded to a Nov. 22
disturbance between a student and a tow9:07 a.m. — A record player, valued at $125,
truck company employee in a parking lot near was reported stolen from the Gaylord Music
Millbrook Square apartments.
Library.
2:09 a.m. — University Police responded to a 2:49p.m. —A student reported being bitten
report of two people arguing outside Umrath
ih the stomach by a dog in McMillan Hall.
Residence Hall. An ex-boyfriend of a student
University Police also responded to one
came to campus to speak to her and became
report of a false fire alarm, two reports of
verbally abusive. The ex-boyfriend was
stolen license plates, one report of stolen
escorted from campus and was warned about
tools from the School of Law building contrespassing.
struction site, and one report of a stolen
9:51 a.m. — A Coca-Cola Co. representative credit card.
reported that more than SI 50 worth of prod-

comparing a light box lined with black
paper with one lined with white paper.
"The light boxes were really a hit,"
said McKinnis. "The children have
picked up on some of the terminology
and concepts; for example, they really
perceive the effect light has on the feel of
a room."
McKinnis said the children also
picked up on a lot of structural concepts.
They became very interested in how a
building was supported and understood
how important that structure is, although
it is not necessarily visible to the casual
observer.
The class projects also stressed teamwork. McKinnis said Miriam School
teachers often work to teach cooperation
and sharing.
"The thing that struck me was that the
children worked in teams much better
than I expected. They were very cooperative," said Leon.
The challenge, several architecture
students said, was to take complicated
architectural concepts and translate them
— in effect strip them to their bare essence. "I have become really interested in
designing exercises the children can do
that demonstrate simple concepts," said
graduate student Roy Garcia. "It's harder
than I expected to trim concepts I have
learned down to their simplest elements."
— Debby Aronson

Benefit performance
funds spring trip
to theatre festival
About 80 tickets for the Friday,
Dec. 1, performance of "Stories
from Generation X (Y, Z...)" have been
held for sale at a benefit price of $50
each to raise funds so drama students
and faculty can bring the play to a Seattle theatre festival.
More than 70 theater companies have
been invited to the sixth annual Seattle
Fringe Theatre Festival, which runs from
March 21 to 31 and features about 300
live performances in multiple venues
within walking distance of Seattle's
Capitol Hill.
"Stories from Generation X (Y, Z...),"
an original production of the Performing
Arts Department in Arts and Sciences,
was scheduled to open at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 29, in the Drama
Studio, Room 208 Mallinckrodt Center.
Five other performances are scheduled:
8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 30, and Friday and
Saturday, Dec. 1 and 2, and 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 2 and 3.
For benefit tickets or more information, call the Performing Arts Department at 935-5858. For tickets to other
"Generation X" performances, call the
Edison Theatre Box Office at 935-6543.
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Introducing new
faculty members
Hilltop Campus:
Joseph M. Milner, Ph.D., assistant
professor of operations and manufacturing management, comes from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in Cambridge, where he received a doctorate in operations research in 1995. His research interests
include service operations, airline
operations and optimization theory. He
received a bachelor's degree in operations research and industrial engineering in 1989 from Cornell University
and a master's degree in operations
research in 1991 from MIT.
Susan I. Rotroff, Ph.D., professor of
classics in Arts and Sciences, comes
from Hunter College in New York,
where she was a professor in the
Department of Classical and Oriental
Studies. Among her research interests
are Greek archaeology, ancient
Greek pottery and multiculturalism
in the ancient world. She received a
bachelor's degree, magna cum laude,
in Greek and in classical and Near
Eastern archaeology in 1968 from Bryn
Mawr College in Pennsylvania and a
master's degree in 1972 and a doctorate
in 1976, both in classical archaeology,
from Princeton University.

For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty, staff and student scholarly
and professional activities.

Of note
A group of graduate students in the George
Warren Brown School of Social Work
initiated a fund-raiser to benefit Pershing
Accelerated School in University City. The
organizers were Mark D. Edwards, Susan
Kinnevy, Traci D. Mullen, Rachel K. Still
and Flo Terry. The Asian Multicultural
Council and the Association of Black
Students hosted the fund-raiser in Wydown
Residence Hall. The groups prepared
take-out dinners for students and raised
$720 for Pershing school to use at its
discretion. The school is located at 6761
BartmerAve. ...
Marianna T. Kimiatek, a junior architecture major, was chosen by the American
Ballet Theatre's ballet master to perform in
the production of "Romeo and Juliet" at
the Fox Theatre. She appeared as the bride
in the Dance St. Louis production.

Speaking of
Susan Frelich Appleton, J.D, professor of
law, delivered a presentation at a gathering
of Chicago lawyers, family law judges and

law teachers in that city. Her talk was
sponsored by the DePaul University
College of Law in Chicago as part of the
Kathryn and Samuel Rinella Fund for
Family Law Studies. Appleton presented
the American Law Institute's research on
the principles of the law concerning family
dissolution. She is a member of the committee that is researching the issue. ...
G. Larry Bretthorst, Ph.D., a research
associate in the Department of Chemistry
in Arts and Sciences; Chung-Yi Hong, a
graduate student in chemistry; and Anand
Ramaswami, a graduate student and
researcher in chemistry, attended the
International Workshop on Maximum
Entropy and Bayesian Methods at St.
John's College in Santa Fe, N.M. Hong
presented a poster on "Magnetic Resonance Imaging Using Probability as
Logic." Ramaswami spoke on "Model
Selection and Parameter Estimation for
Exponential Signals." ...
During the Society for Descriptive
Psychology's 17th national meeting in
Boulder, Colo., Thomas A. Browdy,
Ph.D., affiliate professor of information
management, delivered a presentation
titled "Applying Significant Action Description to Technology Transfer: A Reverse Hawthorne Effect Case." ...

Ralph G. Dacey Jr., M.D, professor
and chair of neurological surgery, presided
over the 45th annual meeting of the Congress of Neurological Surgeons in San
Francisco. Dacey has served as president
of the congress since October 1994. In his
presidential address, he discussed issues
relating to managed care. More than 4,200
neurosurgeons, residents, nurses, clinical
specialists, nurse-physician specialists and
other health professionals attended the
conference. ...
Matt Visser, Ph.D., research assistant
professor of physics in Arts and Sciences,
presented a paper on "Lorentzian Wormholes — Chronology Protection Conjecture vs. Chronology Protection Axiom"
during the fifth Midwest Relativity Conference at the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee.
Guidelines for submitting copy:
Send your full name, complete title, department, phone number, and highestearned degree, along with a typed description of your noteworthy activity, to For The
Record, c/o Carolyn Sanford, Campus Box
1070, or p72245cs@wuvmd.wustl.edu.
Items must not exceed 75 words. For
information, call Sanford at 935-5293.

Medical Campus:
Leslie D. Boucher, M.D, assistant
professor of pathology, comes from
Wishard Hospital and the Indiana
University Medical Center, both in
Indianapolis, where she completed a
surgical pathology and cytopathology
fellowship. Her research focuses on
fine needle aspiration cytology. She
received a bachelor's degree in biology
in 1980 from Transylvania University
in Lexington, Ky, and a medical degree in 1989 from the University of
Kentucky in Lexington.
Frances V. White, M.D, assistant
professor of pathology, comes from
Children's Hospital in Boston, where
she was an instructor in pathology. Her
research focuses on pediatric pathology.
She is certified as a diplomate of the
American Board of Pathology in anatomic and clinical pathology. She received a bachelor's degree in biology in
1975 from Princeton University and a
medical degree in 1989 from the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill.

Honda names Amy Albers 1994-95 Athlete of the Year
Washington University alumna
Amy Albers has been selected
as the 1994-95 Honda Division
III Athlete of the Year, earning the NCAA
Division III equivalent of the "Heisman
among all Heismans."
Albers, a May 1995 graduate, will
receive the award during the Collegiate
Woman Athlete of
the Year Banquet on
Jan. 8 at the NCAA
Convention in
Dallas. Albers now
works as a staff
consultant for Ernst
&YoungLLPinSt.
Louis.
A two-time
Division III VolleyAmy Albers
ball Player of the
Year, Albers is among the most decorated
student-athletes in University history.
After transferring from the University of

Edison receives grant to improve acoustics
Washington University's Edison
Theatre has been awarded a $50,000
challenge grant from the Gateway Foundation to improve its acoustical capabilities,
announced Evy Warshawski, Edison's
managing director.
"Edison Theatre's one crucial drawback
— noted virtually universally over the
years by performers, critics and audiences
alike — is poor acoustics," said Seth
Carlin, a professor of music in Arts and
Sciences who helped obtain the grant from
Gateway, a St. Louis-based foundation that
provides funding for local arts and education projects.
Edison must match the Gateway grant
with an additional $50,000 in donations by
July 1996. The $100,000 will be used to
purchase and install a new electronic
system that would solve the acoustical

problems without requiring architectural
modifications.
"Recent advances in the science and
technology of electroacoustics offer the
possibility of solving the theatre's sound
problems entirely through electronic
means," Carlin said.
Carlin and Warshawski are striving to
have the system installed by fall 1996 so the
theatre can provide better listening opportunities during a campuswide classical music
celebration planned for early 1997.
"We're presenting an Edison
'OVATIONS!' series event during Seth's
'Viennafest '97,'" Warshawski said. "I'm
sure Brahms and Schubert would have
wanted their musical celebrations to be
heard in the very finest acoustical setting.
The Gateway Foundation has given us that
hope."

Dental Alumni Association presents awards
Fumio Tsuji, D.D.S., and Eloy
Gutierrez, D.D.S., each have received
a 1995 Distinguished Alumnus Award
from Washington University's Dental
Alumni Association. They received the
awards during the recent annual dental
reunion weekend at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel in Clayton.
Tsuji, of Kahului, Hawaii, is a 1952
graduate of the now-closed School of
Dental Medicine. He was in private practice in Kahului until his recent retirement.
Tsuji is a member of the Maui County
Dental Society, the Hawaii Dental Association and the American Dental Association. He also has served on the Hawaii

State Board of Dental Examiners and on
the Hawaii State Board of Health. He is a
founder of the Hawaii Academy of General
Dentistry.
Gutierrez, of Albuquerque, N.M., graduated from the School of Dental Medicine in
1954. He practiced dentistry in Albuquerque from 1954 until his retirement in 1988.
Before his retirement, Gutierrez was a
member of the Albuquerque District Dental Society, the New Mexico Dental Association and the American Dental Association. He also was a member of the American Association of Dental Examiners and
is a longtime member of the Academy of
General Dentistry.

North Carolina in Chapel Hill following
her first year, Albers led the Bears to a trio
of NCAA Division III championships —
earning first-team All-America honors
each season.
The award, in its eighth year, spotlights
the outstanding woman athlete in all sports
in her division. Balloting was done by
NCAA athletic directors, based on nominees recommended by the national governing bodies for each of the 11 sports. The
award is part of the prestigious Honda
Awards Program that began 18 years ago.
"As someone who has been to the
Honda awards since the beginning, I can
truly say it is a wonderful and humbling
experience for one of our athletes to be
selected. The Honda award has rapidly

evolved into the most prestigious of its
kind," said Lynn Stockman Imergoot,
assistant athletic director.
Albers, the holder of a bevy of NCAA
all-division records, became the first
Division III volleyball player to earn an
invitation to play in the U.S. Olympic
Festival, helping the Women's East team
win the gold in 1994.
Successful in the classroom as well,
Albers was the 1994 GTE College Division Academic All-America Player of the
Year and twice was named to the GTE
Academic All-America First Team.
Albers also has been recognized as
Missouri's 1994-95 NCAA Woman of the
Year and as the recipient of a 1994-95
NCAA Top Eight Award.

Theresa Lynch named associate director
of executive programs at business school
Theresa E. Lynch has joined the staff
of the John M. Olin School of Business as associate director of executive
programs, announced Marcia K.
Armstrong, Ph.D., associate dean and
Vernon W Piper
Director of Executive Programs.
Lynch is an alumna
of the school.
As associate
director, Lynch
manages all of the
school's executive
programs, including those for
Theresa E. Lynch
customized education and the executive master's of business administration program.

Before joining the business school,
Lynch worked in management consulting
for Ernst & Young LLP's national office in
Cleveland. She received an MBA from
Washington University in 1986. A certified
public accountant, Lynch is a member of
the Missouri Society of Certified Public
Accountants.

Clarification
In the Nov. 16 issue of the Record, Dale
Edwyna Smith, Ph.D., was listed in the
new faculty section as an assistant
professor oihistory in Arts and
Sciences. She also is an assistant professor of African and Afro-American
studies in Arts and Sciences.

Campus Authors
The following is a recent release available at the Campus Bookstore in Mallinckrodt Center on the Hilltop Campus
or at the Washington University Medical Bookstore in the Olin Residence Hall. For more information, call 9355500 (Hilltop Campus) or 362-3240 (School of Medicine).

"The Marketing Paradigm: A Guide for General Managers" is the title of a book by Paul R. Messinger, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of marketing. The objective of the book
is to describe an easily remembered framework that can
help general managers and business students recognize
why certain marketing programs are successful and others
are not. Part I of the book describes how to analyze the
market facing a business person. Part II gives recommendations, together with underlying rationale, for setting
policy in regard to each of the elements of a marketing
program. Part III, intended to be studied and applied
concurrently with the first two parts, provides background tools concerning
financial analysis and market research. (South-Western College Publishing,
Cincinnati)
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Tax Customer Service Representative 960117. Accounting Services.
Requirements: bachelor's degree;
nine semester hours of accounting
and two years experience; fund accounting experience in a complex
The following is a list of positions
university environment preferred;
available on the Hilltop Campus. In- mathematical aptitude; attention to
formation regarding these and
detail; experience working with
other positions may be obtained in PCs; proficiency in spreadsheet
the Office of Human Resources,
software; experience with Focus
Room 126 North Brookings Hall, or programming language and IBM PC
by calling 935-5990.
proficiency; demonstrated ability to
understand technical IRS regulaCFU Accountant 960115. Accounttions and procedures preferred; exing Services. Requirements: undercellent interpersonal skills; a sergraduate degree in accounting
and/or a certified public accountant; vice-oriented communicator and a
master's degree in business admin- team player with the ability to forge
istration is a plus; three to five years relationships and bring groups together on difficult accounting isaccounting experience, cost accounting, construction or real estate sues. Application required.
management accounting experience CFU Associate Accountant 960118.
preferrred; fund accounting preAccounting Services. Requirements:
ferred; analytical mind with a high
bachelor's degree; three years acdegree of intelligence and the ability counting experience, fund accountto "think on his/her feet"; experience ing preferred; strong PC skills; profiworking with PCs and proficiency in ciency in spreadsheets; experience
spreadsheet software; experience
with word processing and databasewith word processing and database- management software, such as
management software, such as FoFocus, preferred; excellent interpercus, preferred; excellent interpersonal skills; a service-oriented comsonal skills; service-oriented communicator and a team player with
municator and a team player with
the ability to forge relationships and
the ability to forge relationships and bring groups together on difficult
bring groups together on difficult
accounting issues; self-motivated
issues. Application required.
individual driven by challenge; ability
Gift/Life Income Representative
960116. Accounting Services. Requirements: bachelor's degree; relevant accounting experience preferred; experience in Focus, Infinity
and FIS preferred; experience in
spreadsheet and word processing;
excellent communication skills; developed analytical skills; high attention to detail; ability to work independently with a high degree of reliability, accuracy and productivity;
ability to meet deadlines with varying degrees of pressure; ability to
handle confidential information responsibly; ability to participate as a
team member on various projects
to achieve the goals of Accounting
Services. Application required.

to participate as a team member on
various types of projects to achieve
the goals of Accounting Services.
Application required.
Computer Systems Administration
960119. Engineering Computer
Lab. Requirements: bachelor's degree; experience with computer
management, C language, Unix,
data processing, Windows, Windows NT. Application required.

experience helpful; experience
with a variety of PC-based software, specifically WordPerfect,
Windows, spreadsheets, scanning
OCR, and database; strong DOS
and Windows background; ability
to stay on track regardless of interruption and to do so without
prompting; ability to work independently for long periods; excellent verbal communication skills.
Application required.
Systems Training and Support
Coordinator 960121. Computing
and Communications. Requirements: high school education; experience delivering training;
knowledge of university administrative systems; knowledge of university accounting; ability to coordinate and plan announcements of
changes to administrative systems; demonstrated ability to
work in a team-oriented environment; ability to establish and meet
deadlines with varying degrees of
pressure; ability to communicate
effectively verbally and in writing
with managers and staff; excellent
interpersonal communication
skills. Application required.
Administrative Secretary/Receptionist 960122. Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences. Requirements: high school graduate,
some college preferred; ability to
provide general receptionist and
secretarial support on graduate
school projects during the academic year; strong computer
skills; excellent verbal and written
skills; ability to respond to the
public in a helpful and courteous
manner; ability to organize work
and to handle work with accuracy.
Application required.

Technical Service Manager
PC Support Technician 960120.
960123. Campus Stores. RequireSchool of Law. Requirements: cerments: high school graduate,
tificate or associate's degree; exten- some college preferred. This is a
technical position, working under
sive experience with IBM
general supervision, providing
mainboards, add-on cards, hard
technical support for computer
disk drive, communication hardware and software; some network
hardware, software, peripherals

and printer sales to University departments, faculty, staff and students. Duties: install system and
software; supervise the maintenance, procedures and inventory
control of the service area; assist
with user sales; assist with training
and supervision of student employees. Application required.
Assistant Director of Recruitment
960124. Undergraduate Admission.
Requirements: bachelor's degree;
ability to effectively relate to prospective students and parents;
demonstrated leadership ability;
flexibility; strong organizational
skills; self-motivation; ability to
perform effectively in team and individual work settings with a flexible and "get-it-done" attitude; willingness to work long days and
weekends; high level of energy;
strong dedication toward efforts to
provide a personalized touch; a
sense of humor. Application required.
CFU Accountant 960125. Accounting Services. Requirements:
bachelor's degree; three to five
years of university accounting experience; analytical mind with a
high degree of intelligence and the
ability to "think on his/her feet"; experience working with PCs and local area networks; experience with
word processing, spreadsheet and
database management; excellent
interpersonal skills; service-oriented; team player. Application required.

Medical
Campus
The following is a partial list of positions available at the School of
Medicine. Employees who are interested in submitting a transfer request should contact the Human
Resources Department of the medical school at 362-4920 to request

an application. External candidates
may call 362-7195 for information
regarding application procedures or
may submit a resume to the human
resources office located at 4480
Clayton Ave., Campus Box 8002, St.
Louis, MO, 63110. Please note that
the medical school does not disclose salary information for vacancies, and the office strongly discourages inquiries to departments
other than human resources..
Medical Research Technologist
960307-R. Ophthalmology. Requirements: bachelor's degree in
scientific field; two years recent lab
experience; DNA cloning and sequencing experience.
Manager, Patient Financial Service 960329-R. Washington University Shared Billing and Collection
Services. Requirements: bachelor's
degree in business or related field,
with three years healthcare reimbursement experience. Responsibilities include developing programs to maximize the reimbursement for the medical school.
Receptionist-Typist 960331-R.
Respiratory and Critical Care. Requirements: high school graduate
or equivalent, some business school
education preferred; receptionist or
front desk experience; experience
with Macintosh; typing 50 wpm.
Coordinator: Medical Coding and
Claims 960363-R. Washington University Shared Billing and Collection
Services. Requirements: associate's
degree; four years related experience in medical insurance collection
and supervision; knowledge of all
third-party carriers; experience with
the IDX system.
Medical Secretary II960396-R.
Neurology. Requirements: high
school graduate or equivalent; two
to three years related experience;
excellent phone skills; ability to
handle sensitive information with
discretion; detail-oriented; good
organizational skills; typing 60-70
wpm.

Audiovisual Technician 960416-R.
Library. Requirements: high school
graduate or equivalent; experience
in audiovisual or related field; public service experience; knowledge
of audiovisual equipment, computers and electronics; good organizational skills.
Manager, Patient Accounts
960432-R. Washington University
Shared Billing and Collection Services. Requirements: bachelor's
degree in business or related field;
three to five years supervisory experience in healthcare reimbursement environment; working knowledge of third-party procedures;
ability to develop financial analysis
and computerized reports.
User Support Technician 960436R. Medical Computing Services.
Requirements: associate's degree
or two years technical training in a
related field; three years industry
experience or combination of training and experience; experience
with DOS, Windows, macros, and
office-support software packages;
working knowledge of multi-platform networking, UNIX systems,
electronic-mail, hardware and
printers, modems and Internet
utilities.
Medical Transcriptionist 960457R. Medical Informatics. Requirements: high school graduate or
equivalent; training in medical
transcribing and related transcriptionist experience; proficiency with
medical terminology; typing 65-70
wpm.
Surgical Assistant, Animal
960488-R. Cardiology. Requirements: high school graduate or
equivalent, associate's degree in
veterinary technology or bachelor's
degree preferred; experience with
animal surgical procedures preferred; strong organizational and
interpersonal skills; experience
with animal handling; good motor
control for delicate surgical
procedures.

William H. Danforth Symposium features 'high-impact scientific accomplishments' -from page 1
"No one in the School of Medicine's
100-plus-year history has had a greater
positive impact than Bill Danforth," said
William A. Peck, M.D., executive vice
chancellor for medical affairs and dean of
the School of Medicine. "It can be said that
the institution thrived during his leadership,
in no small part because of his efforts."
Danforth also was instrumental in the
signing of the Monsanto Agreement, one
of the largest research agreements between a U.S. university and a U.S. corporation. This agreement, which has produced more than 40 patents, also has
brought the School of Medicine more than
$100 million in research grants.
In 1971, Danforth was named chancellor of Washington University and served
in that post until 1995.

Faculty presentations
The symposium will begin at 7:30 a.m.
with breakfast, followed by an introduction
by Peck at 8 a.m. Following the welcome,
Marcus E. Raichle, M.D, professor of
radiology, of neurology and neurological
surgery and of anatomy and neurobiology,
will address "Images of the Mind." Raichle
is a pioneer in using PET (positron emission tomography) to map areas of the brain
used in specific tasks such as seeing, hearing and speaking. Raichle's group has
provided a vast amount of information
about how the brain performs daily tasks.
The long-term goal of Raichle and his
colleagues' work is to create a brain atlas
that specifically maps regions of the brain
responsible for such tasks as language
processing, thought and attention.
Robert H. Waterston, M.D, Ph.D.,
James S. McDonnell Professor and head of
the Department of Genetics and professor
of anatomy and neurobiology, next will
discuss "The Worm's View of the Human
Genome Project." Waterston's research
focuses on muscle development and identifying and sequencing genes of the nema-

tode, C. elegans. Waterston has played a
leading role in the Human Genome Project,
which seeks to decipher the genetic
makeup of humans and a number of more
basic organisms, including the nematode.
The genome project dramatically will
improve scientists' understanding of inherited diseases and help identify individuals
at risk for inheriting genes that may predispose them to disease.
After Waterston's presentation, Jeffrey
I. Gordon, M.D., Alumni Professor and
head of the Department of Molecular
Biology and Pharmacology, director of the
Division of Biology and Biomedical
Sciences, and professor of medicine, will
talk about "Human Development: Lessons
From Flies, Worms and Mice." Gordon
studies intestinal epithelial cell biology.
His lab was the first to use transgenic, or
genetically engineered, mice to study the
continuous renewal of the intestinal epithelium. This self-renewal provides a
model for examining several fundamental
developmental processes. Gordon's studies
have led to an understanding of the functions of cadherins, a class of adhesion
molecules that modulate how cells proliferate, migrate and differentiate. Genetically programmed disruptions of cadherin
function have produced mouse models of
two common human diseases, inflammatory bowel disease and intestinal cancer.
Later in the morning, Stanley J.
Korsmeyer, M.D., Howard Hughes Investigator in Medicine and professor of medicine and of pathology, will give a talk
titled "Cell Death." Korsmeyer is known
for his groundbreaking research on the
genetic control of programmed cell death,
a process in which cells are genetically
predestined to die at a strategic time.
Programmed cell death is known to occur
as a normal part of human development.
For example, it serves to weed out unnecessary cells during nervous system devel-

opment. In recent years, Korsmeyer and
other scientists have discovered that programmed cell death also plays an important role in many human diseases, including autoimmune disorders, cardiovascular
problems and Parkinson's disease.
At the conclusion of the symposium,
David M. Kipnis, M.D, Distinguished
University Professor of Medicine and
professor of molecular biology and pharmacology, will address "Consequences for
Medicine of the Molecular Revolution."
Kipnis, head of the Department of Internal
Medicine from 1973 to 1992, is regarded as
a pioneer in diabetes research. He has
discovered the mechanisms of sugar and
amino acid transport and regulation of
insulin released by islet cells in the pancreas. He also is considered a trailblazer in

applying fundamental and biological science to clinical situations and was a driving
force behind the Monsanto Agreement.

Symposium goals
The symposium will generate insightful
dialogue, the organizers hope, about some
innovative areas of medicine. Each presentation will last 30 minutes, followed by a
15-minute period for questions.
Atkinson said the symposium has a
couple of long-term goals. "We will have
an ongoing ability to honor a colleague
that we're very proud of. We'll also have
the opportunity to regularly feature some
of the high-impact scientific accomplishments of our own faculty," he said.
For more information, call 362-8282.
— Diane Duke

Applicants benefit from computerization -fwmpage 1
by the clerical staff members.
"If we had a written application, we
may not have been able to read someone's
handwriting, or we may have misinterpreted someone's handwriting," Esrock
said.
For prospective employees, the computerized process allows them to get their
applications into the right hands quicker.
With the paper version, it could take as
long as a day or two for a clerical worker to
keystroke the application into the computer
and then send the application to prospective
employers via the computer network.
Now, the computerized application can
be sent to prospective employers almost
immediately.
Five computer workstations have been
set up for applicants at the Hilltop. Each
workstation contains a booklet with directions on how to fill out the application on
the computer.
For example, all information entered
into the computer must be uppercase.

Telephone numbers and dates do not
require spaces or hyphens (9350000 or
113095), and salary requirements do not
carry dollar signs or commas (20000.00).
Applicants may not move from one
screen to the next unless all information
has been entered correctly. If information
has been entered incorrectly, the computer
will highlight it in blue so the user can
identify the problem.
The computerized version of the application and the paper version are nearly
identical. However, the computerized
version does not include an extensive
section on the applicant's educational
background. To get the computerized
application up and running, some sections
could not be as comprehensive compared
with the paper application, Esrock said.
Nevertheless, she said there are plans to
make the computerized application more
comprehensive in the future. In the meantime, applicants are welcome to submit
resumes to supplement the information in
their applications.
— Michael Slatin

